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The story of Tarnished, a young girl orphaned by her father’s greed, is about to unfold
in a grand scale. Her destiny lies in the Lands Between, the world between the vast
lands of Ascalon and the independent Dukedom of Eliand. In this colossal vast world,
with three countries and seven regions to play, players will discover many exciting
situations and have a chance to meet with a variety of characters. There are many
battles, and the game features a combat system that incorporates many systems,
including the sophisticated Archer, Great Knight, and Demon Knight. 2 FEATURE BLOG:
► Character Lab Meet Tarnished, a young girl turned into a bounty hunter who embarks
on an adventure to avenge her father’s death. The Character Lab allows you to freely
create and develop your own customized character. ► Customized Battle System The
battle system consists of up to six attack types, three attack-allotted slots, and four
magic types. Control your moves through a meter to unleash tremendous damage to
your foes in an exciting fight. ► Three Playable Classes and Seven Miniatures You will
take on the role of the Archer, Great Knight, or Demon Knight, based on the different
play styles that you set. Furthermore, each character has their own miniatures, and the
miniatures are equipped with an arsenal of weapons and armor. ▼ BONUS CONTENT ▲¹
Exclusive Heroes and Battle Monsters Tarnished’s journey has led her to encounter a
number of heroes and monsters. Explore the Lands Between and find new weapons and
armor! ▲² SEASON PASS To ensure a smooth experience, the standard version of the
game comes with “The New Fantasy Action RPG 《Tarnished》” as a downloadable
content. In addition to the main story, the Season Pass will allow you to enjoy the
following additional content: ・ New storyline with four chapters ・ Compete with other
players in the online rankings in King of the Peaks, a best-of tournament type online
match ・ New mini-game, Castle Keep: Battle of the Winds ・ Access to the In-game
Event of “The New Fantasy Action RPG 《Tarnished》” ——————————————
Contents of (Region unlock, contents may change depending on the region):
■►■■■■■■

Features Key:
New fantasy action RPG * An open, seamless, three-dimensional world * A vast world
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that switches seamlessly between a familiar, open world and a huge, complex dungeon
with complex and realistic scenery * A seamless online environment where players can
connect during online sessions that make it possible to play while separated by great
distances or in different time zones. * An exciting story that focuses on emotions and
players will experience it in fragments while their thoughts clash. * An action battle
system with a variety of techniques and moves * A “Simple” control system that allows
players to control the actions of their character with only the basic attacks and actions
through smart design to create a link between the in-game action and the real world.
Customizable hero characters > You can freely combine the weapons, armor, and
magic that you equip > You can develop your character according to your play style,
such as increasing your muscle strength to become a strong warrior, or mastering
magic
Three unique races > You can chose to have a character that is human, an elf, and a
tiefling
Deck your forces with powerful armor and weapons > Players can switch between
weapons at any time and freely select the type of weapon that they want to equip
Pick skills for each class > Skill trees that can support players to pick skills that support
their play style
Infinite, free content > Infinite and free battle content
Dynamic online and offline play > Search for characters that will support you, interact
with them, battle together, and create the adventure of your dreams

Elden Ring is an online RPG action game for PC. Experience the creation of a new, fantastic
adventure in a charming world.
Elden Ring is a new fantasy action RPG in which you can freely switch between the open world
and a large, complex dungeon that lets you feel the depth of reality. Elden Ring has been
packed with various innovations in the world of action games, including a multiplayer action
RPG.
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